
CHERRY TOMATOES – A RAINBOW OF COLORS 

WHY GROW CHERRY TOMATOES? 

Good for difficult locations 

Shorter days to maturity  

 

BLACK CHERRY 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Heirloom 
75 Days to Maturity 

 
Beautiful black cherries look like large, dusky 
purple-brown grapes; they have that rich flavor that 
makes black tomatoes famous. Large vines yield 
very well; very unique and delicious 

CHOCOLATE 
SPRINKLES 

 

 
Indeternimate  
Hybrid 
55 Days to Maturity 
Crack-resistant fruit  
F, N, TMV.  

 
Chocolate Sprinkles is the perfect balance of flavor, 
appearance, yield, and disease resistance. These 
elongated, bite-sized tomatoes have striking, forest 
green streaks over deep coppery-red and a 
delightfully sweet taste.  

GERANIUM KISS 

 
 

 

Dwarf Determinate 
65 Days to Maturity 
Tolerant to  
Early Blight 
And Septoria 
Container 

An excellent choice for container gardening! Grows 

just 24 to 30" high and produces loads of golf ball 

sized, bright red fruit that are round with pointed 

ends. Tomatoes have a good texture, and exceptional 

flavor and grow in clusters of 10 or more and weigh 

about 1 ounce each. 

GOLD NUGGET 

 

 
Determinate  
Open Pollinated 
56 Days to Maturity 

 
Vigorous plants bear numerous golden-yellow, fine-
flavored, 1" oval "nuggets". Uniform, compact plants, 
averaging 24" in height, begin fruiting extra-early.  

GREEN TIGER 

 

 
Indeterminate  

Open Pollinated 
70 Days to Maturity 
Crack resistant 

 

 
Green Tiger won the Bellevue Demonstration 
Garden's tomato tasting in 2015.  
Fruits are striped with yellow and green with a green 

interior. Exceptionally sweet, juicy, tropical flavor. 

Widely adaptable with extremely high yields over an 
extended period.  

 

ISIS CANDY 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Open Pollinated 
67 Days to Maturity 

 
Delightful, round one-inch fruits may vary in shades 
and blush patterns of reds to yellows, usually with 
golden flesh. Typically carry an intriguing "cat's eye" 
or star in yellow on the blossom end. The flavor is 
outstanding, sweet and fruity. Kids adore them! 



JULIET 

 

 
Indeterminate 
Hybrid 
60 Days to Maturity  
F1, N, AB LB     
Resists cracking. 
Resists blight 

 
AAS Winner Juliet Tomato is loaded with perfectly 
shaped, deep red oblong fruit.  Born on heavy wide 
trusses with rich tomato flavor in every bite.  
Ripening early and holding well on and off the plant, 
this is a great multi-use tomato for fresh eating, 
sauce and drying.   

LARGE RED 
CHERRY 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Open Pollinated  
80 Days to Maturity 
 

 
An excellent salad tomato 
High yields of deep scarlet, round, 1 to 1-1/4" 
diameter, flavorful fruits.  
Green fruits may be pickled, while ripe ones are used 
fresh or for preserves. 
 

SUNGOLD 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Hybrid 
62 Days to Maturity 
 

 
Reliable prolific producer 
Sweet flavored cherry 
Grows in long clusters of 10 – 15 fruits 
fruity flavor 
Grows well into Fall 
Needs staking 

SUNSUGAR 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Hybrid 
62 Days to Maturity 
Crack resistant 

 
This golden yellow beauty achieves a new level of 
sugar-sweetness and flavor, superb texture, and a 
tangy "true tomato" taste. Fruits are a lovely golden 
yellow, weigh 1/2 oz. 

 

SUPER SWEET 100 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Hybrid 
65 Days to Maturity 

 
Bursting with sugary flavor 
Scarlet cherry sized fruit 
Grow in long clusters into the Fall 
Needs staking 

SWEET MILLION 

 

 
Indeterminate  
Hybrid 
60 Days to Maturity 
Disease resistant 
FT 

 
Slightly larger than Sweet 100 
Terrific flavor in high yields of super-sweet cherry 
tomatoes that have excellent, hybrid disease 
resistance. Long chains of smooth, dark red, 1 to 1-
1/2" fruits are produced on large vigorous plants. 
Matures nice and early and continues producing until 
frost.  

 

SWEETIE 

 

 
Indeterminate 
70 Days to Maturity 

 
Cook's Garden Favorite.  
Deliciously sweet. Perfect for salads. 
Bite-sized tomatoes, deliciously sweet, are produced 
on vigorous plants. Fruits are good size for eating out 
of hand, or for salads.  

 



 


